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YOUR CATALYST 
FOR FINANCIAL SECURITY

Inspiring people 
to achieve their 
unseen potential.



Brandon Byrd, Michael Johnson, Christopher Koon, Mark Schuchardt, Chelsea Miller, Kyle LaRocca, Joe Loewenstein

Meggen Illingworth, Megan Williams 

Trust our team 
for comprehensive
financial planning 
expertise.

Providing personalized 
guidance designed to 
protect, optimize and 
grow your wealth. 



OUR PLANNING PROCESS

Mission, Vision, Values & Goals

Strategies, Tactics & Tools YOU
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COMPREHENSIVE FINANCIAL PLANNING BUILDING BLOCKS

Northwestern Mutual does not offer health insurance



ADVISOR COORDINATION
Implementing a comprehensive
financial plan requires the 
teamwork of your trusted 
advisors
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Vision

E D U C A T I O N   
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T A X  
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L E G A C Y  
P L A N N I N G

C H A R I T A B L E  
G I V I N G

B U S I N E S S  
S U C C E S S I O N

AT THE CENTER OF OUR CLIENTS’ 
FINANCIAL LIVES

*Financial Representatives do not give legal or tax advice.  Taxpayers should seek advise based 
on their particular circumstances from an independent tax advisor



Mark D. Schuchardt 
CFP®, WMCP®, RICP®, AEP ®, ChFC ®, CASL®, CLU®, ChSNC®

CFP® – CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER® – Bringing all the pieces of your financial life together is a challenging task. Today, more than ever, CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ 
professionals are an essential resource, from budgeting, to planning for retirement, to saving for education, to managing your insurance coverage.. CFP® professionals have completed 
extensive training and experience requirements and are held to rigorous ethical standards. They understand the complexities of the changing financial climate and will make
recommendations in your best  interest.
WMCP® – Wealth Management Certified Professional®  – A comprehensive overview of goal-based personal wealth and investment management unlike any other professional crede
ntial available today. WMCP® helps advisors transform modern investment theory into applied knowledge that brings a new level of value to client relationships.
RICP® – Retirement Income Certified Professional® – A properly planned retirement can be the difference between years of hardship and years of  relaxation. As a retirement income
planner, it’s my responsibility to provide my clients with the guidance needed to make fruitful decisions that can support you and your families in the long run.  Offered exclusively 
through The American College, the RICP® designation involves completing three in-depth courses covering the full retirement planning process.
ChFC® – Chartered Financial Consultant® –The ChFC® program provides the most current and comprehensive financial planning education by combining the key financial  planning 
fundamentals, with practical applications to put those theories to work. With content in the curriculum that addresses topics such as: behavioral finance, special needs planning, 
small business planning, financial planning for clients in the LGBT community, financial planning for divorce complexities and more, ChFC® designees are  trained to masterfully
handle a wide variety of modern financial topics.
AEP® – Accredited Estate Planner® – This graduate level specialization in estate planning, obtained in addition to already recognized professional credentials 
within the various disciplines of estate planning, is  awarded by the National Association of Estate Planners & Councils (NAEPC) to estate planning professionals who meet stringent 
requirements of experience, knowledge, education professional reputation, and character.
CASL® – Certified Advisor of Senior Living® – Widely adopted across the broad spectrum of financial services, the CASL® five-course curriculum prepares the financial  professional to 
lead clients from middle age through retirement and assist them with the management, preservation, and transfer of wealth. The CASL® designation is  Northwestern Mutual’s only 
approved ‘senior’ designation.
CLU® – Chartered Life Underwriter® – The premier designation for insurance professionals was launched in 1927 and is the  insurance profession's oldest standard of excellence. Toda
y, it continues to be the credential for practitioners who desire to provide their clients with the security of life insurance and risk management. With particular emphasis placed on ethi
cs and commitment to clients, the CLU® has earned a distinguished reputation backed by security and stewardship.
ChSNC® – Chartered Special Needs Consultant® – Advising families with minor and adult special needs children to ensure the highest quality of life. This designation gives
advisors the specialized skills needed to help parents and caregivers plan for the future with honesty, ethics, and compassion. A ChSNC® can navigate the unique considerations, 
estate planning, special needs trusts, life insurance, tax deductions, healthcare issues, Medicaid complexities, and the emotional aspects of providing for a loved one with a disability.

Mark is a dedicated professional with more than 26 years of experience helping successful individuals
and businesses develop strategic financial plans to help achieve their goals. Mark and his team will bring
an integrated approach to your planning and coordinate with other professionals to address your needs.
He will take the time needed to understand your overall financial concerns and walk you through each
part of the planning process to identify what solutions can help you to reach your potential.

314-539-0895
mark.schuchardt@nm.com 
www.markschuchardt.com

Wealth Management Advisor



Christopher O. Koon
Chris launched his career with Northwestern Mutual in 1994 after he purchased his first policy. 
Quickly he understood the importance of taking control of your financial future.  With more than 25 years 
of experience, Chris understands as your life becomes more complex, so do the 
challenges of helping you prepare for your future. That's why he believes that a collaborative 
team approach to working together will help you achieve your most important financial goals.

He holds his Series 6, and 63 securities registrations, as well as Life and Health licenses. Chris’ professional 
accomplishments include: Million Dollar Round Table Life Member, Master  Achievement, 
multiple qualifications for the prestigious Northwestern Mutual Forum and is a nationally recognized 
speaker on leadership.

Financial Advisor

314-539-0867
chris.koon@nm.com 
www.chris-koon.com



Michael D. Johnson
Mike is dedicated to helping professionals and families achieve their long-term financial objectives through 
a comprehensive planning process. Mike has been with Northwestern Mutual since 2015 and delivers 
thoughtful and well-designed financial planning solutions to his clients to help them reach their goals and 
objectives.

Whether you are at the beginning of your career, planning for your family or planning towards retirement, 
Mike understands the value of our team approach towards comprehensive financial planning. He keeps his 
clients on their path to success and financial security through annual reviews and monitoring. 

He is dedicated to your ongoing ability to accomplish your objectives and address your overall concerns.

He holds his series 6 and 63 securities registrations, as well and Life and Health Licenses.

Financial Advisor

314-244-0730
michael.d.johnson@nm.com 
www.michaeldjohnson.nm.com

CFP® – CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER® – Bringing all the pieces of your financial life together is a challenging task. Today, more than ever, CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER
™ 
professionals are an essential resource, from budgeting, to planning for retirement, to saving for education, to managing your insurance coverage.. CFP® professionals have c
ompleted extensive training and experience requirements and are held to rigorous ethical standards. They understand the complexities of the changing financial climate and 
will make recommendations in your best  interest.

CFP®



Joseph M. Loewenstein
CFP®, ChFC®

Joe started his career with Northwestern Mutual in 2012.  Joe is passionate about helping his 
generation learn to become and remain financially self-reliant with confidence. Stability and 
security are the foundations most people desire.  Joe’s job is to engage his clients' focus in this 
direction.  Joe and his team, work with people who are serious about preparing for the future. 
Once they define where you are now and where you want to be in the future, they explore the 
advantages and disadvantages of the many options available. 
With his professional staff, Joe will help you select and secure the most appropriate choices 
from the wide array of products and services available through Northwestern Mutual. Joe holds 
the Series 6, 63, 66 and 7 securities registrations. 

CFP® – CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER® – Bringing all the pieces of your financial life together is a challenging task. Today, more than ever, CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ 
professionals are an essential resource, from budgeting, to planning for retirement, to saving for education, to managing your insurance coverage.. CFP® professionals have 
completed extensive training and experience requirements and are held to rigorous ethical standards. They understand the complexities of the changing financial climate an
d will make recommendations in your best  interest.
ChFC® – Chartered Financial Consultant® –The ChFC® program provides the most current and comprehensive financial planning education by combining the key financial 
planning fundamentals, with practical applications to put those theories to work. With content in the curriculum that addresses topics such as: behavioral finance, special 
needs planning, small business planning, financial planning for clients in the LGBT community, financial planning for divorce complexities and more, ChFC® designees are 
trained to masterfully handle a wide variety of modern financial topics.

Wealth Management Advisor

314-244-0738
joe.loewenstein@nm.com 
www.joeloewenstein.nm.com



Your team

Meggen Illingworth

Associate Wealth 
Management Advisor 
Insurance Operations 
Client Services

314-539-0884
meggen.illingworth@nm.com

Brandon Byrd

Associate Wealth 
Management Advisor
Director of Investment 
Management
Portfolio Management

314-551-7117
brandon.byrd@nm.com

Megan Williams

Associate Financial 
Representative
Financial Planning 
Analyst 

314-539-0866
megan.williams@nm.com

Chelsea Miller

Associate Financial 
Representative
Insurance Operations  
Client Services

314-244-0715
chelsea.miller@nm.com

Kyle LaRocca

Associate Wealth 
Management Advisor
Director of Investment 
Operations Research 
Analyst 

314-551-7103
kyle.larocca@nm.com



Disclosures

• All investments carry some level of risk including the potential loss of principal invested. 
No investment strategy can guarantee a profit or protect against loss.  This publication 
is not intended as legal or tax advice.  Financial Representatives do not give legal or tax 
advice. Taxpayers should seek advice based on their particular circumstances from an 
independent tax advisor.

• Mark Douglas Schuchardt, Christopher Koon, Joseph Loewenstein, and Michael D Johnson 
uses Quantum Wealth Management as a marketing name for doing business as 
representatives of Northwestern Mutual. Quantum Wealth Management is not a registered 
investment adviser, broker-dealer, insurance agency or federal savings bank. Northwestern 
Mutual is the marketing name for The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company, 
Milwaukee, WI (NM) (life and disability insurance, annuities, and life insurance with long-
term care benefits) and its subsidiaries. Schuchardt , Koon, Loewenstein, and Johnson are 
Representatives of Northwestern Mutual Wealth Management Company® (NMWMC), 
Milwaukee, WI (fiduciary and fee-based financial planning services), a subsidiary of NM and 
federal savings bank. All NMWMC products and services are offered only by properly 
credentialed Representatives who operate from agency offices of NMWMC. Representative 
is an Insurance Agent of NM and Northwestern Long Term Care Insurance Company, 
Milwaukee, WI, (long-term care insurance) a subsidiary of NM, and a Registered 
Representative of Northwestern Mutual Investment Services, LLC (NMIS) (securities), a 
subsidiary of NM, broker-dealer, registered investment adviser and member FINRA and 
SIPC.   The products and services referenced are offered and sold only by appropriately 
appointed and licensed entities and Financial Representatives. Financial Representatives 
and their staff might not represent all entities shown or provide all the services 
discussed in this brochure.

• Certified Financial Planner Board of Standards Inc. owns the certification marks CFP®, 
CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™, CFP® (with plaque design) and CFP® (with flame 
design) in the U.S., which it awards to individuals who successfully complete CFP 
Board's initial and ongoing certification requirements.

• The Chartered Advisor for Senior Living (CASL®) designation is conferred by The 
American College of Financial Services.


